THE FOUNDATION DOCUMENTS OF AUSTRALIAN CIVIL AVIATION

So far as I am aware there has been little or no
attempt to set out what were the basic factors and sources
of ideas which led to the government of the Commonwealth of
Australia establishing a civil aviation policy. There are
some general ideas about the activities of the Australian
Aero Club and the establishment of an Air Traffic Committee
by the Council of Defence in 1919 but these do not deal with
the basic documentary evidence leading up to the creation of
a civil aviation policy. 1 In this short article I hope to
explain the origins of that policy as illuminated by several
documents from the period.

As was (arid is) so often the case with Australian
policy decisions, the major source of ideas was not local.
The major influence on the first civil aviation policy
formulated in Australia came from Britain in the form of two
reports published by the British Air Ministry Advisory
Committee on Civil Aviation. The first, of October 1919,
reported on imperial air routes and the second, of April
1920, was on government assistance for the development of
civil aviation.'' Both reports were comprehensive
examinations of the development of air transport policy.

The 1919 report discussed such matters as whether civil
services should be carried out by military aircraft, what
form of air transport organization should be adopted, the
kind of aid that might be given to private enterprise and
what kinds of service commercial air transport might best
perform. The report recommended against using military

aircraft to operate civil air services because companies
providing other forms of transport against which the air
service competed would be justified in objecting to direct
state competition and because of the differences in military
and civil machines.' The report proposed that civil
aviation should be developed through private companies with
a measure of state aid because;
it is in this way that the development of British
trade and industry has been attained in the past,
and that it best secures the initiative and drive
which are vital in the undertaking now under
review..4

The report recommended that support to private
enterprise should best be given in the facilities required
by civil aviation such as meteorological and wireless
information and aerodromes. It suggested that the main
advantage of air transport over other means of transport was
in speed and it advised that arrangements be made for the
carriage of mails by air with the carriage of express goods
and passengers being relied on only as an ancillary to the
carriage of mails. The report concluded that tenders
should be called for air mail services and those tenders
should make clear what facilities, such as meterological
services and aerodromes, would be provided by the State.?5

The 1920 report on government assistance considered the
role that the state should play in civil aviation throughout
the Empire, the reasons for giving further state aid and
methods of giving that aid.'" It suggested that the best
opportunities for British air transport were in the
dominions and colonies and between them, and that British
aircraft constructors and designers would no doubt attract

customers there .-7 The report concluded that civil aviation
should receive direct financial assistance 'during the
present critical years when the fortunes of British civil
aviation hangs in the balance' because '[t]he failure of
civil aviation would ... re—act unfavorably on service
aviation by depriving it of a reserve of personnel, material
and constructional facilities from which to draw in the
event of war''

Having reached this conclusion the report considered
methods of providing direct assistance to private air
transport enterprises. The French system of paying grants
on the number of hours flown or the number of miles covered
was rejected because it did not guarantee any direct return
to the state or community. The report also rejected the
idea of paying a grant dependent upon carrying a guaranteed
mail load within a fixed time as being too difficult to
implement. Instead it recommended paying subsidies based on
25 per cent of gross revenue of companies over approved
routes limited to two years and L250 000 with no regard
being paid to loads carried."

These reports were important to Australia because they
came from Great Britain, the centre of the Empire, and
because they were so exhaustive in the topics they covered.
Many of their recommendations were adopted in Australia with
little further consideration while others were amended to
suit local circumstances.

A major local factor inhibiting an Australian aviation
policy was that the Commonwealth government lacked

Constitutional power over civil aviation. In Australian
federalism the colonies which had combined to create the
Commonwealth retained powers for all those matters which
were not specifically given to the Commonwealth.lc' When the
Constitution was drafted during the 1890s no thought was
given to the possible development of aviation and so it was
not mentioned among the powers which were given to the
Commonwealth. Consequently the power to make laws about it
remained with the State governments. The Commonwealth had,
however, been given some powers which could partly govern
civil aviation. They included 'trade and commerce with
other countries and among the States', 'postal, telegraphic,
telephonic, and other like services', 'naval and military
defence', 'external affairs' and 'matters referred to the
Commonwealth Parliament by State Parliaments'.11

Each State could have enacted its own civil aviation
legislation and set up its own administration but this would
have been complex and confusing for those having to comply
with six different sets of regulations. It also would have
been wasteful of resources when one centralised set of
regulations could do the job. In addition, in the early
1920s no State government seems to have been interested in
exercising any control over aviation.

In June 1919 the Commonwealth government asked all
State Premiers to transfer their powers over aviation to the
Commonwealth." Hughes, however, was not convinced that the
Commonwealth was powerless. In October 1919 he received a
memorandum stating that the Commonwealth had 'NO POWER to
require registration or examination of aircraft aerodromes

or pilots' and listing other actions that could not be
taken. Hughes did not see why the Commonwealth could not
act on its own. He noted:
Who says we have no power to deal with Aerial
Navigation under our Defence power? I don't admit
it for one moment. In any case even if this be so
as we are only in the same position as Canada. SA
and NZ the obvious course is for a [illegible) of
the British Parl to give us all the necessary
powers. This can be done without any [illegible].
In the meantime everything can be prepared and
regulations framed upon the assumption that we now
have the power.1,5
Despite these thoughts Hughes asked the States for
powers over aviation in March 1920, saying that the
situation was becoming increasingly unsatisfactory because
the Commonwealth was responsible for upholding the
International Convention on Aerial Navigation but it could
not do so." The Premiers and Commonwealth ministers
discussed the matter briefly at the Premiers' Conference in
May 1920 and resolved that the States would pass their
aviation powers to the Commonwealth by enacting uniform
legislation.' They were, however, very slow in putting
this resolution into action and it had not been done 15
years later.

By May 1920 the Commonwealth government was ready to
make decisions on an aviation policy and a cabinet
submission was prepared.''` Hughes and Pearce waited for
developments with the State governments but by September
they decided to go ahead.' The proposal, titled 'Aviation
in Australia - Civil and Defence, Proposals for Policy;'
suggested that there should be close links between civil and
defence aviation and that aviation in Australia should be
under the direction of an Air Council controlled by a

Minister. The Council would have members representing the
services and a Controller of Civil Aviation.l*a

Under the heading of 'Encouragement of Civil Aviation',
which took many of its ideas from the British Advisory
Committee reports, the submission noted the limited value to
the nation of the civil flying that was they► taking place:

Companies or firms at present engaged
aviation in Australia are practically
their energies to "joy—riding".

in civil
confining

This class of work is of little use to the country
and it is only the establishment of definite
regular services between centres of commercial
importance that will be of benefit to Australia.
To carry out this work, a thorough ground
organization in the matter of landing grounds,
petrol and oil depots etc, and the establishment
of meteorological stations and the rapid
distribution of meteorological information is
necessary.
If civil aviation firms have to carry out this
ground organization ... themselves, it will absorb
a large amount of their capital and in many places
would probably be duplicated.
It is therefore considered that if the Government
undertook this organization and the production of
maps, it would be going a long way towards the
encouragement of civil flying and at the same time
improving the position from a defence point of
view.
It seems a question for consideration as to
whether the Commonwealth government would be
prepared to do more than this at present, but
should it consider it desirable to go so far as to
grant a subsidy, such subsidy should only be paid
in connexion with routes as may be approved by the
Government from time to time, should only be paid
to firms using British machines and engines and
should be paid on the firms takings for the year,
as the value of the service to the country will
probably be reflected in these takings.'`'
The submission suggested that £100 000 be provided to
meet civil aviation expenses during the year 1920/21."
Aerial routes, the submission said, were important for
commercial and defence purposes because if routes with

proper maps and facilities were not prepared 'loss of
material and perhaps life must result'. From the defence
perspective alone it was important that coastal areas and
routes between strategic centres be surveyed. The
submission suggested that civil and defence aviation should
work closely on this matter and that air force personnel
could play a large part in the work.:21 The submission said
that there was not enough data on which to draw any
conclusions about the viability of an air mail service and
that in order to gain usable information the air force
should carry mails for a period over a route chosen by the
Postmaster-General's Department and that after that trial
the service might be handed over to a civil aviation
company." Finally the submission noted that an Act to
regulate civil aviation would be necessary to give affect to
the International Convention and also deal with a number of
other issues which would affect civil aviation.'

Cabinet approved the proposal with very little
amendment in September 1920. A decision on what kind of
assistance would be given to aviation was deferred and the
government directed that the Department of Defence and the
Postmaster-General's Department should open negotiations
about the air mail proposal and that the necessary
preliminary arrangements for legislation should be put in
hand at once.

A few days later Hughes made these policy decisions
public in a speech on defence policy to the Parliament. He
announced that the government intended to pass legislation
to 'insure the safety of aviators and of ordinary citizens'.

to prepare air routes, to appoint a Controller of Civil
Aviation and allocate £100 000 for the encouragement of
civil aviation. He made it clear that these policies had
been adopted because 'commercial aviation will afford us
that reserve of personnel and machines which, in an
emergency. will be necessary for our fighting forces.

On 17 September Pearce elaborated on Hughes' statement,
highlighting the part the air force would play in civil
aviation developments. The force would be used in surveying
and mapping routes which would eventually be used for
commercial purposes and also carry mail over certain routes
for several months so that the postal authorities could
gather information to determine possible costs and
enable firms to tender for civil services if they so
desired.

By November 1920 Hughes had become impatient to get
things done. At a meeting with the Premiers of Victoria.
Queensland and Tasmania on 1 November Hughes said 'We have
got to do something, because otherwise one of these fine
days there will be a bit of a scare here' and outlined his
proposal to bring in a short bill to adopt the British
aviation regulations.:2-7 The Air Navigation Bill was brought
on for debate in the Senate on 4 November and passed
through all stages in very short order." It also passed
through the House of Representatives very quickly on 22
November." The Air Navigation Act, which was assented to
on 2 December 1920, contained only four short clauses which
gave the Commonwealth the power to give effect to the

International Convention and to make civil aviation
regulations.,mo

Applications for the position of Controller of Civil
Aviation were invited in the Commonwealth Gazette on 4
November 1920, the same day as the Air Navigation Bill was
introduced into Parliament. His functions were to advise
the Minister about the development of civil aviation,
administer the civil aviation legislation and sit on the Air
Counci1.7" Both the Australian Aero Club and the Aircraft
Owners' Association recommended candidates to the government
and the name Lieutenant-Colonel H C Brinsmead was on both
lists. He was selected and took up duties on 16 December
1920 as the head of the Civil Aviation Branch of the
Department of Defence.,,,-

The Civil Aviation Branch began to

function on 28 March 1921.

Leigh Edmonds
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Bob Wills
102 Rose Street
Fitzroy
Vict 3192
Dear Bob
I'm sure that you do not set out deliberately to make me feel
guilty about such things as not having contributed to the past
couple of issues or that I am unable, due to geography, to offer
myself up for the position of secretary. All the same, I feel as
though I should be doing something to help this august
organization along. The best I can manage at the moment is the
attached little offering for your pages which I hope you will find
acceptable.
The problem of low membership is a worry. In some ways I'm
delighted to read that there are as many as 260 people in
Australia interested enough in our aviation past to join the
Society. On the other hand, 260 doesn't seem very many. I see
that Trevor Boughton is giving some thought to the economics of
producing a little journal about aviation history. This is a pity
because it shows the problems of making much useful information
available to other enthusiasts and also to the general reader.
Perhaps it is a matter of working out which the Society wishes to
do. I hope that Aviation Heritage will be continued in some shape
or another because I find it quite useful at times. For example
the long article on Guinea Airways which was recently published
was one of the better things to see print in a long time. It
would be a pity to have to curtail activities when they provide an
outlet for gems like that one. Anyhow, I look forward to finding
out what the results of deliberations are.
A sentence in John Hopton's letter made me think quite a bit. In
writing about the need to use accurate terminology and the need
for properly identified data he says ' ... well ... you are either
writing history or playing journalist - but not both!' This made
me think because the word 'history' is used without a clear
definition of what John means. Not that I'm sure I could give you
a definition that would be entirely satisfactory - and you'd think
that after having studied and taught the subject for a few years
I'd be able to do something as simple as that, which shows that it
is not an easy thing to do. My dictionary is of little help here,
it begins simply enough with 'the branch of knowledge dealing with
past events' and then goes on a lot more. But here's a working
definition which we can argue about - a historian is a person who
makes explanations of what happened in the past and why those
things happened; and history is what they do. I tend to think
that much of what happens in the pages of the Newsletter is not
history but antiquarianism - that means (to me and many historians
I've talked with) the collection and ordering of facts to do with
what happened in the past. The two things are closely linked but

they are not the same. For example, the business of trying to
establish with precision the date on which aeroplanes were taken
on charge by the RAAF is an antiquarian concern rather than a
historical one. I make the distinction because what is important
for me is not the precise date of an event but the cause and
effect of that event. Knowing the exact dates on which the 250
Boomerangs were taken on charge by the RAAF makes no difference to
our understanding of Australian participation in the Second World
War. But knowing the conditions under which they were taken over,
why there were 250 of them and the use to which they were put
tells us a lot about the war and Australia at that time. There
are, of course, many uses to which a precise list might be put and
there is also the pleasure to be gained from compiling such a
list and discussing it. But I don't know that I would call that
history. Now, does anybody want to argue with that?
Keep up the good work
Best wishes

